Abstract: This paper investigates the relation linking the s-simultaneous consensus problem and the k-set agreement problem. To this end, it first defines the (s, k)-SSA problem which captures jointly both problems: each process proposes a value, executes s simultaneous instances of the k-set agreement problem, and has to decide a value so that no more than sk different values are decided. The paper introduces then a new failure detector class denoted Z s,k , which is made up of two components, one focused on the "shared memory object" that allows the processes to cooperate, and the other focused on the liveness of (s, k)-SSA algorithms. A novelty of this failure detector lies in the fact that the definition of its two components are intimately related. Then, the paper presents a Z s,k -based algorithm that solves the (s, k)-SSA problem, and shows that the "shared memory"-oriented part of Z s,k is necessary to solve the (s, k)-SSA problem (this generalizes and refines a previous result that showed that the failure detector Σ k is necessary to solve k-set agreement). Finally, the paper investigates the structure of the family of (s, k)-SSA problems and introduces generalized (asymmetric) simultaneous set agreement problems in which the parameter k can differ in each underlying k-set agreement instance. Among other points, it shows that, for s, k > 1, (a) the (sk, 1)-SSA problem is strictly stronger that the (s, k)-SSA problem which is itself strictly stronger than the (1, ks)-SSA problem, and (b) there are pairs (s 1 , k 1 ) and (s 2 , k 2 ) such that s 1 k 1 = s 2 k 2 and (s 1 , k 1 )-SSA and (s 2 , k 2 )-SSA are incomparable.
Introduction
The k-set agreement problems The k-set agreement problem is a paradigm of coordination problems. Defined in the setting of systems made up of processes prone to crash failures, it is a simple generalization of the consensus problem (that corresponds to the case k = 1). The aim of this problem, introduced by Chaudhuri [9] , was to investigate how the number of choices (k) allowed to the processes is related to the maximum number of processes t that can crash. The problem is defined as follows. Each process proposes an input value, and any process that does not crash must decide a value (termination), such that a decided value is a proposed value (validity), and no more than k distinct values are decided (agreement).
While it can be solved in synchronous systems prone to any number of process crashes (see [19] for a survey), the main result associated with k-set agreement is the impossibility to solve it in presence of both asynchrony and process crashes when t ≥ k [4, 14, 23] .
A way to circumvent this impossibility consists in enriching the underlying pure asynchronous system with a failure detector [7, 22] . A failure detector is a device that provides processes with information on failures. According to the type and the quality of this information, several failure detectors have been proposed (see [20] for a survey of failure detectors suited to k-set agreement). It has been shown that the failure detector Ω k (anti-omega-k) [18, 24] is the weakest failure detector that allow k-set agreement to be solved despite any number of process crashes in asynchronous read/write systems [12] .
The situation is different in asynchronous crash-prone message-passing system. More precisely, (a) while weakest failure detectors are known only for the cases k = 1 and k = n−1 [8, 10, 11] , (b) it has been shown that the generalized quorum failure detector denoted Σ k is necessary [3] . k-Set agreement algorithms based on failure detectors stronger than Σ k can found in [3, 5, 15, 16, 17] .
The s-simultaneous consensus problem This problem has been introduced in [1] . Each of the n processes proposes the same value to s independent instances of the consensus problem, denoted 1, ..., s. Each correct process has to decide a pair (c, v) (termination), where c ∈ {1, ..., s} is a consensus instance and v is a proposed value (validity). Moreover, if (c, v) and (c, v ′ ) are decided we have v = v ′ (agreement). (This is the scalar form of the problem: each process proposes the same value to each consensus instance. In the vector form, a process proposes a vector of s values, one value to each consensus instance. It is shown in [1] that both forms have the same computational power).
It is shown in [1] that the x-simultaneous consensus problem and the x-set agreement problem are computationally equivalent in asynchronous read/write systems where up to t = n − 1 processes may crash. It follows that in these systems, the failure detector Ω x is both necessary and sufficient to solve x-simultaneous consensus.
As far asynchronous message-passing systems are concerned, it is shown in [6] that, for x > 1 and t > n+x− 2 2 , xsimultaneous consensus is strictly stronger than x-set agreement. This means that, differently from what can be done in asynchronous read/write systems, it is not possible to solve x-simultaneous consensus from a black box solving x-set agreement.
Content of the paper The aim of this paper is to (a) better understand the relations linking s-simultaneous consensus and k-set agreement, and (b) near the weakest failure detector that allows k-set agreement to be solved in crash-prone asynchronous message-passing system.
To this end, the paper introduces first a problem that generalizes both s-simultaneous consensus and k-set agreement. This problem, denoted (s, k)-SSA (for s-Simultaneous k-Set Agreement) consists in s independent instances of the k-set agreement problem (hence, (s, 1)-SSA is x-simultaneous consensus, while (1, k)-SSA is k-set agreement).
Then, the paper introduces a new failure detector, denoted Z s,k , that allows (s, k)-SSA to be solved in the asynchronous message-passing communication model, despite any number of process crashes. This failure detector is captured by an array of size s whose each entry is made up of two components. The first, which is nothing else than the quorum failure detector Σ k , addresses the data sharing needed to correctly coordinate the processes. The second component states a leader-based property that allows the correct processes to always decide a value. When considering the (1, k)-SSA problem, it appears that Z 1,k is a weaker failure detector than all the failure detectors proposed so far to solve k-set agreement. A noteworthy feature of Z s,k lies in the fact that these two components are not defined independently one from the other (e.g., as done in the pair (Σ, Ω) [10] ), namely, the definition of the leader component of some entry of the array is intimately related to the associated quorum component.
The paper presents then a Z s,k -based algorithm that solves the (s, k)-SSA problem, and shows that the quorum part of Z s,k is necessary to solve the (s, k)-SSA problem (this proof generalizes the proof given in [3] that shows that Σ k captures information on process crashes that is necessary to solve k-set agreement).
Last but not least, the paper considers the family of asymmetric {k 1 , ..., k s }-SSA problems, defined by s simultaneous instances of the k x -set agreement problem where k x = k 1 , ..., k s . It shows that these problems define a strong hierarchy from a computability point of view. It follows from this hierarchy that (as indicated in the abstract) for s, k > 1, (a) the (sk, 1)-SSA problem is strictly stronger that the (s, k)-SSA problem which is itself strictly stronger than the (1, ks)-SSA problem, and (b) there are pairs (s 1 , k 1 ) and (s 2 , k 2 ) such that s 1 k 1 = s 2 k 2 and (s 1 , k 1 )-SSA and (s 2 , k 2 )-SSA are incomparable problems. More generally, given K, the paper shows that the structure of the set of symmetric (s, k)-SSA problems (where sk = K) is a lattice where an arrow from A to B means that B can be solved from a block box solving A, but not vice-versa. The paper associates also with each such pair a failure detector that is necessary to solve A and a failure detector that is sufficient to solve B.
Roadmap The paper is made up of 6 sections. Section 2 defines the computation model, the (s, k)-SSA problem, and the Failure Detector class Z s,k . Section 3 presents a simple Z s,k -based algorithm that solves the (s, k)-SSA problem. Section 4 proves that the safety part of Z s,k is necessary when one wants to solve the (s, k)-SSA problem (from information on failures). Section 5 investigates the graph structure of the family of asymmetric SSA problems and shows that these problems define a strong hierarchy. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper. 
Computation model
Process model The system is made up of n asynchronous sequential processes denoted Π = {p 1 , . . . , p n } (to simplify notations, we sometimes consider that Π is the set {1, . . . , n}). Each process is a Turing machine enriched with two operations, which allows it to send and receive messages. "Asynchronous" means that there is no assumption on the speed of processes: each process proceeds at its own speed, which may arbitrarily vary and is unknown from the other processes.
A process behaves correctly until it possibly crashes (a crash is an unanticipated premature stop). Up to t < n processes may crash. The case t = n − 1 defines the wait-free model. A process that crashes in a run is said to be faulty in that run, otherwise, it correct. Given a run, C denotes the set of processes which are correct in that run.
Communication model Each pair of processes is connected by a bidirectional channel. The channels are failurefree (no creation, duplication, alteration, or loss of messages), and asynchronous. "Asynchronous" means that, while each message is received, there is no bound on message transfer delays.
Timing model The underlying timing model is the set of natural integers N. As the system is asynchronous, this time notion remains unknown to the processes. It is only used, from an external observer point of view, to state or prove properties. Time instants are denoted τ , τ ′ , etc.
Notation The previous system is denoted AMP n,t [∅] . Hence, AMP n,n−1 [∅] denotes the wait-free messagepassing model.
The s-Simultaneous
As indicated in the introduction, the s-simultaneous k-set agreement problem (in short (s, k)-SSA) consists in the simultaneous execution of s instances of the k-set agreement problem. Moreover, each process proposes the same value to each instance of the k-set agreement problem. The (s, k)-SSA problem is defined by the three following properties.
• Termination. Every correct process decides.
• Validity. A decided value is a pair (c, v) where 1 ≤ c ≤ s and v is a value proposed by a process.
• • Safety property.
-Quorum liveness property (QL).
The quorum intersection property states that, for any z ∈ {1, ..., s}, there are two quorum values that intersect in any set of k + 1 quorum values, each taken at any time. The leader validity property states that the leader domain is the set of processes. While the safety properties concern all the entries of the arrays qr i [1. Notation Let Z(Q) s,k denote the quorum part of Z s,k (defined by the properties QI and QL). Similarly, let Z(L) s,k denote the leader part of Z s,k (defined by the properties LV and EL where the quorum part brings no information on failures, which means that we have then ∀ i, ∀ z, ∀τ : qr
Particular cases This part shows the generality of Z s,k by displaying failure detector classes that have appeared in the literature. As they are not important for the paper, their initial definitions are not recalled here (the reader will find them in the associated referenced papers).
• s = k = 1:
• Z s,k is weaker than the failure detector ΠΣ k,s introduced in [17] .
• Z s,1 is the failure detector W s as defined in [6] .
• Z(Q) 1,k is the quorum failure detector Σ k introduced in [3] .
• Z(Q) s,1 is the failure detector V Σ s introduced in [6] where it is shown that (a) V Σ s (i.e., Z(Q) s,1 ) is necessary to solve the s-simultaneous consensus problem, and
• Z(Q) 1,n−1 is the quorum failure detector L introduced in [11] . This follows from the fact that Z(Q) 1,n−1 is Σ n−1 and the equivalence between Σ n−1 and L established in [16] .
• Z(L) s,1 is the failure detector Ω k introduced in [18, 24] and used in [12] .
Notation AMP n,n−1 [FD] denotes the wait-free message-passing model enriched with a failure detector of the class FD .
This section presents a simple algorithm that solves the (s, k)-SSA problem in AMP n,n−1 [Z s,k ]. This algorithm consists in the concurrent execution of s algorithms, each solving an instance of the k-set agreement problem (i.e., an instance of the (1, k)-SSA problem). This algorithm is based on an underlying abstraction (object) called alpha k .
The Abstraction alpha k
Historical perspective The abstraction alpha k originates from a similar abstraction (called alpha) introduced in [13] (see also [21] ) to capture the safety property of the consensus problem in message-passing systems. It has then been generalized to capture the safety property of k-set agreement in (a) read/write systems in [22] , and (b) message-passing systems in [6, 17] .
Definition We consider here the alpha k object that we have introduced in [17] . Let ⊥ be a default value that cannot be proposed by processes. alpha k is an object, initialized to ⊥, that may store up to k different values proposed by processes. It is an abstraction (object) that provides processes with a single operation denoted alpha_propose k (r, v) (where r is a round number and v a proposed value), which returns a value to the invoking process. The round number plays the role of a logical time that allows identifying the alpha_propose k () invocations. It is assumed that distinct processes use different round numbers and successive invocations by the same process use increasing sequence numbers. alpha k is an abortable object in the sense that alpha_propose k () invocations are allowed to return the default value ⊥ (i.e., abort) in specific concurrency-related circumstances (as defined from the obligation property, see below). More precisely, the alpha k objects used in this paper are defined by the following specification in which the obligation property takes explicitly into account the fact that these objects are used in the system model AMP[Z 1,k ] (which is strictly stronger than AMP[∅]). The properties defining such an alpha k object are the following.
• Termination. Any invocation of alpha_propose k () by a correct process terminates.
•
has been invoked with r ′ ≤ r.
• Quasi-agreement. At most k values different from the default value ⊥ can be returned by the invocations of alpha_propose k ().
If, after some finite time τ , (a) only p ℓ and processes in Q(ℓ, τ ) invoke alpha_propose k () and (b) p ℓ invokes alpha_propose k () infinitely often, then at least one invocation issued by p ℓ returns a non-⊥ value.
Differently from the obligation property stated in [5, 13, 22] the previous obligation property is Z s,k -aware (or more precisely Z 1,k -aware, i.e., Σ k -aware). This obligation property allows concurrent invocations of alpha_propose k () to return non-⊥ values as soon as the quorums of the invoking processes do not intersect during these invocations. An algorithm implementing the previous alpha k object in AMP[Σ k ] is described in [17] .
A Base Algorithm for the
where v i is the value it proposes. It decides a value v when it executes the statement return (v) which terminates its invocation. The local variable r i is the local round number (as it is easy to see, each process uses increasing round numbers and no two different processes use the same round numbers).
A process loops until it decides. If during a loop iteration p i is such that ℓd i = i (where ℓd i denotes ℓd i [1] , the single leader entry locally output at p i by Z 1,k ), p i invokes the underlying alpha k distributed object (denoted
when DECISION(v) is received: (06) for each j ∈ {1, ..., n} do send DECISION(dec i ) to p j end for; return (v).
ALPHA k ) to try to deposit its value v i into it (the success depends on the concurrency and quorums pattern). If a non-⊥ value is returned by this invocation, p i broadcasts it and decides (execution of return()). If it has not yet decided, a process decides when it receives a DECISION() message (lines 5-6 implement a reliable broadcast).
Proof Validity and agreement properties of k-set agreement. Let us first observe that, due to the test of line 2, the default value ⊥ cannot be decided. The fact that a decided value is a proposed value follows then from the validity of the underlying alpha k object. Similarly, the fact that at most k non-⊥ values are decided follows directly from the quasi-agreement property of the underlying alpha k object.
Termination property of k-set agreement. It follows from lines 5 and 6 that, at soon as a process decides (invokes return()) each correct process eventually delivers the same DECISION(v) message and decides (if not yet done). The proof is by contradiction: assuming that no process decides, we show that at least one correct process executes line 5 (and consequently, all correct processes decide).
Let p ℓ be the correct process that appears in the definition of the eventual leadership property of Z 1,k . It follows from the definition of p ℓ that we eventually have forever ℓd ℓ = ℓ.
Let R ℓ be the (possibly empty) set of identities of the processes p j (with j = ℓ) such that we have ℓd j = j infinitely often. It follows from the contrapositive of the eventual leadership property of Z 1,k that there is a time τ R ℓ such that ∀ j ∈ R ℓ , ∀ τ 1, τ 2 ≥ τ R ℓ : qr τ 1 j ∩ qr τ 2 ℓ = ∅, from which we conclude that R ℓ ⊆ Q(ℓ, τ R ℓ ) (this is the set defined in the obligation property defining an alpha k object).
Let us notice that, due to test of line 3, there is a finite time τ a after which the only processes that invoke alpha_propose k () are the processes in R ℓ ∪ {ℓ}. Moreover (as by the contradiction assumption no process decides) it follows that, after τ a , p ℓ invokes alpha_propose k () infinitely often. Let τ b be a time greater than max(τ R ℓ , τ a ) from which we have R ℓ ⊆ Q(ℓ, τ R ℓ ) ⊆ Q(ℓ, τ b ).
As after τ b (a) only processes in R ℓ ∪ {ℓ} invoke alpha_propose k (), (b) p ℓ invokes alpha_propose k (), infinitely often, and (c) R ℓ ⊆ Q(ℓ, τ b ), we conclude from the obligation property of the alpha k object that at least one invocation of p ℓ returns a value v = ⊥ and consequently sends the message DECISION(v) to all the processes. This contradicts the fact that no process decides and concludes the proof of the theorem.
✷ T heorem 1
An Algorithm for the (s, k)-SSA Problem
A simple algorithm solving the (s, k)-SSA problem can be easily obtained by launching s concurrent instances of algorithm 1, the zth instance (1 ≤ z ≤ s) relying, at each process p i , on the components
A process decides the value returned by the first of the s instances that locally terminates. Hence, it decides the pair (c, v) where c is its first deciding instance and v the value it decides in that instance. As there are s instances of algorithm 1 and at most k values can be decided in each of them, it follows that at most K = sk different values can be decided. Moreover, as there is at least one instance z such that the failure detector outputs ℓd i [z] at each correct process p i converge to the same correct process, it follows that the correct processes decide (if not done before) in at least one of the s instances of algorithm 1. According to the usual terminology, Z(Q) s,k is extracted from the FD -based algorithm A. This extraction is a generalization of the algorithm introduced in [3] , which extracts Σ k from any failure detector-based algorithm that solves the k-set agreement problem.
Z(Q)
The Extraction Algorithm Each process p i participates in several executions of the algorithm A. S being a set of processes, A S denotes the execution of A in which exactly the processes of S participate. In this execution, each process of S either decides, blocks forever, or crashes. So the execution of the extraction algorithm is composed of 2 n − 1 executions of A.
Init:
. . , n ; for each S ⊆ Π such that(i ∈ S) do A S .ssa_propose s,k (i) end for; activate the tasks T 1 to T 5.
Task T 1: repeat periodically send ALIVE(i) to each p j such that j ∈ Π \ {i} end repeat.
Task T 2: when ALIVE(j) is received: move j at the head of queue i .
Task T 3: when (c, −) is decided by p i in the cth k-set agreement instance of A S :
Task T 5: repeat forever for each c ∈ {1, ..., s} do is to contain all the sets S such that a value has been decided in the cth instance of the k-set agreement of the execution of A S . Initially, each process p i proposes its identity i to all the instances of A in which it participates. To that end it invokes A S .ssa_propose s,k (i) for each set S such that i ∈ S (ssa_propose s,k () is the operation associated with each instance of the (s, k)-SSA problem). When it decides in the cth k-set agreement of A S (task T 3), p i adds the set S to Q i [c] and informs each other process p j , which includes S in Q j [c] when it learns it (task T 4).
Each alive process p i sends periodically messages ALIVE(i) (task T 1) to inform the other processes that it is alive. When it receives a message ALIVE(j) (task T 2), a process p i moves j at the head of its local queue (denoted queue i ) which always contains all process identities. It follows that the identities of all the correct processes eventually precede in this queue the identities of all the faulty processes. (Initially, each queue queue i contains all process identities, in any order.) T 5 is a task whose aim is to repeatedly compute the current value of qr i [1.
.s]. It uses the function rank(queue i , j) which returns the current rank of p j in the queue queue i . The value of qr i [c] is computed as follows. It is the "first set of Q i [c] with respect to queue i " (i.e., with respect to the processes which are currently seen as being alive). This is captured with the help of the local variable minrank i . As an example Let Q i [c] = {{3, 4, 9}, {2, 3, 8}, {4, 7}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}}, and queue i = 4, 8, 3, 2, 7, 5, 9, 1, 6 . We have then minrank = 4, and S min = {2, 3, 8}. This set of identities is the first set of Q i [c] with respect to queue i because each of the other sets {3, 4, 9}, {4, 7}, or {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}, includes an element (9, 7, and 6, respectively) that appears in queue i after all the elements of {2, 3, 8} (in case several sets are "first", any of them can be selected).
Theorem 2 Given any algorithm
A that solves the (s, k)-SSA problem in AMP n,n−1 [FD ], the extraction algorithm described in Figure 2 is a wait-free construction of a failure detector Z(Q) s,k .
Proof Proof of the quorum liveness property. We have to show that there is an entry z such that, after some finite time and for each i ∈ C, qr i [z] contains only correct processes. Let us consider the execution of A C . As all the processes in C are correct (definition), A C terminates. It then follows from the tasks T 3 and T 4 that there is an entry z such the set Q i [z] of each correct process eventually contains the set C.
Moreover, as each correct process sends forever messages ALIVE() (task T 1), it follows that the identities of the correct processes appear in queue queue i before the identities of the faulty processes (task T 2). It then follows from task T 5 (which computes the "first set of Q i [z] with respect to queue i ") that, after some finite time, qr i [z] contains only correct processes.
Proof of the quorum safety property. We have to show that, for each entry z ∈ {1, ..., s}, we have
The proof is by contradiction. Let us assume that it exists a family (i m ) 1≤m≤k+1 of k + 1 (not necessarily distinct) process identities, a family (τ m ) 1≤m≤k+1 of time instants and an integer z ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that for all m 1 , m 2 ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} qr
. Let us remark that the previous non-intersection assumption and the fact that no set S m is empty imply that, for each m ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1}, a process p jm ∈ S m decided a value v m in the zth k-set agreement of A Sm (no set S m can have the initial value Π since it would intersect any other one). As the sets S m , 1 ≤ m ≤ k + 1 are pairwise disjoint, there is an execution of A in which the set of participants is m∈{1,...,k+1} S m that is indistinguishable from the considered execution of A Sm from the point of view of each p jm (just consider that the messages between processes of S m1 and S m2 are delayed and received only after all processes decide). It follows that in this execution each process p jm also decides v m in the zth instance of the k-set agreement. It then follows from the agreement property of the k-set agreement problem that |{v m , 1 ≤ m ≤ k + 1}| ≤ k. Hence, it exists m 1 , m 2 ∈ {1, . . . , k + 1} such that v m1 = v m2 . But, since the values decided in the zth instance of the k-set agreement problems involved in both A Sm 1 and A Sm 2 are identities of participating processes (this follows from the validity property of the k-set agreement problem), it follows that v m1 = v m2 ∈ S m1 ∩ S m2 . This contradicts the initial assumption, which concludes the proof of the quorum intersection property of Z(Q) s,k .
✷ T heorem 2
The Structure of Generalized (s, k)-SSA problems
This section studies the mathematical structure of the family of (s, k)-SSA problems for sk = K. To that end, it first introduces a straightforward generalization of this family and then shows that this generalized family can be represented by a directed graph where an arrow from A to B means that the problem B can be solved from a black box solving the problem A, while the opposite is impossible. Given such a pair of problems (A, B), this section also associates with this pair a failure detector that is necessary to solve A and a failure detector that is sufficient to solve B. This asymmetric version is denoted {k 1 , ..., k s }-SSA where {k 1 , ..., k s } is a multiset 1 . The particular instance where k 1 = · · · = k s = k is the symmetric (s, k)-SSA problem. As permuting the integers k x does not change the problem, we consider the canonical notation where 
The Generalized
k 1 ≥ k 2 ≥ . . . ≥ k s ≥ 1.
Associating a Graph with a Family of
Then, the construction process is recursively repeated until we arrive at a sink node composed of a single element labeled {K}.
An example of graph for K = 6 is given on the right. The labels corresponding to symmetric instances ((s, k)-SSA problems) are underlined. The graph (lattice) on the right side of the figure considers only the symmetric problem instances.
Meaning of the graph As we will see in Section 5.4, given an integer K, this graph describes the computability hierarchy linking all the {k 1 , k 2 , ...}-SSA
agreement problems such that k 1 + k 2 + · · · = K. Let the label A of a vertex denotes both the vertex itself and the associated agreement problem. An edge from a vertex A to a vertex B means that (a) given an algorithm that solves the problem A it is possible to solve the problem B, while (b) the opposite is impossible.
Lemma 1 G(K) is cycle-free.
Proof The proof is an immediate consequence of the fact that the successors of any vertex labeled by a multiset of size s are multisets of size s − 1.
As we will see in Lemma 2, the following predicate P characterizes (with the existence of a function f ) the pairs of vertices connected by a path in G(K).
Definition Let {k 1 , ..., k s } and {k
Lemma 2 ∃ a path from {k 1 , ..., k s } to {k
The failure detector Z s,k is implicitly tailored for the symmetric (s, k)-SSA problem. A simple generalization allows to extend it to obtain an "equivalent" failure detector suited to asymmetric problems. As Z s,k , this generalized failure detector, denoted GZ k1,...,ks , provides each process p i with an array qr i [1.
.s] and an array ℓd i [1..s]. It differs from Z s,k in the constraint imposed by the quorum intersection property that is now specific to each entry z ∈ {1, ..., s}. More explicitly, QI is replaced by the property GQI defined as follows
• Quorum intersection property (GQI).
The other properties -leader validity (LV), quorum liveness (QL), and eventual leader liveness (EL)-remain unchanged. It is easy to see, that GZ k1,...,ks boils down to Z s,k when
Let GZ(Q) k1,...,ks denotes the quorum part of GZ k1,...,ks (properties GQI and QL). The proof of the following theorem is a simple extension of the proof of Theorem 2. It is left to the reader.
Theorem 4
Given any algorithm A that solves the {k 1 , ..., k s }-SSA problem in AMP n,n−1 [FD ], the extraction algorithm described in Figure 2 is a wait-free construction of a failure detector GZ(Q) k1,...,ks .
A Hierarchy of Agreement Problems
Problem hierarchy Let AMP n,n−1 [X] denote the asynchronous message-passing model in which any number of processes may crash (AMP n,n−1 [∅]) enriched with an algorithm that solves the problem X.
Given the the message-passing model AMP n,n−1 [∅], a problem A is stronger than a problem B (denoted A B) if B can be solved in AMP n,n−1 [A] (we also say that B is weaker than A, denoted B A). Moreover, A is strictly stronger than B (denoted A ≻ B) if A B and ¬(B A) (A cannot be solved in AMP n,n−1 [B]).
Proof Let us consider an algorithm A that solves the {k 1 , . . . , k s }-SSA problem. To solve the {k 
Proof The principle and structure of the proof are as follows.
• The proof considers first the failure detector GZ k1,...,ks , which is sufficient to solve the {k 1 , ..., k s }-SSA problem (the (s, k)-SSA algorithm described in Section 3 can be easily adapted to solve the {k 1 , ..., k s }-SSA problem in AMP n,n−1 [GZ k1,...,ks ]).
• The proof constructs such a simulation and shows that this simulation allows to define a function f such that the predicate P {k 1 , . . . , k s }, {k 
as follows where W (x) denotes the integer interval
• All processes p i , i > K + 1, crash before taking any step, • All message receptions are delayed after time τ _max = max{τ For each x ∈ {1, . . . , s} and for each w ∈ W (x), the outputs at p iw of the underlying failure detector GZ k1,...,ks are the same as in α x iw until τ _max. After this instant, for each i ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i K } and for x ∈ {1, . . . , s},
Let us remark that the outputs of the underlying failure detector GZ k1,...,ks are valid in this execution, and that, for each x ∈ {1, . . . , s} and each p iw , w ∈ W (x), the execution α i1···iK is indistinguishable from α x iw until τ _max from the point of view of p iw . It follows that for each x ∈ {1, . . . , s} and each p iw , w ∈ W (x), we have QR iw [c }. It then follows that ∀x ∈ {1, . . . , s}, ∀w ∈ {1, . . . , K} :
). As σ can be any permutation, it follows that ∀x ∈ {1, . . . , s}, ∀w ∈ {1, . . . , K} : c , . . . , c s iK } contains k x times f (x) for each x ∈ {1, . . . , s} (and only these values), it follows from the multiset equality above that ∀y ∈ {1, . . . , s ′ } : Σ x∈f −1 (y) k x = k y , which ends the proof of the lemma.
Proof The proof follows directly from Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
Theorem 6 The relation ≻ on generalized-SSA problems is a partial order.
Proof The proof follows from Theorem 3 (G(K) is a partial order), Lemma 2 (all paths in (G(K) are characterized by P ), and Theorem 5 (which relates P and ≻). ✷ T heorem 6
The next corollary follows from the observation that, for any K > 1, the K-set agreement problem is a sink vertex in the directed graph G(K).
Corollary 1
The weakest failure detector for the K-set agreement problem does not allow to solve any {k 1 , . . . , k s }-SSA problem such that s > 1 and k 1 + · · · + k s = K.
The Lattice of Symmetric SSA Problems
As seen before, a symmetric vertex is a vertex {k 1 , ..., k s } such that k 1 = . . . = k s = k. Let SG(K) denote the graph whose vertices are the symmetric vertices of G(K), and there is an edge from (s x , k x ) to (s y , k y ) iff there is a path in G(K) from the vertex {k x , ..., k x } (k x appearing s x times) to the vertex {k y , ..., k y } (k y appearing s y times) and no path connecting these vertices passes through a symmetric vertex. As an example, SG(6) is given in Section 5.2.
Theorem 7 For any K, SG(K) is a lattice.
Proof Let (s x , k x ) and (s y , k y ) be two pairs of integers such that k x < k y and s x k x = s y k y = K. It follows from the definition of SG(K) that there is an edge from (s x , k x ) to (s y , k y ) iff k y = k x p where p is prime (if p is not prime there is a symmetric vertex on a path from (s x , k x ) to (s y , k y ), and if k y /k x is not an integer, there is no path from (s x , k x ) to (s y , k y )). It follows that we can associate with any pair of pairs (s x , k x ) and (s y , k y ) such that s x k x = s y k y = K,
• among its ancestors, the vertex (s z , k z ) in SG(K) where s z k z = K and k z = gcd(k x , k y ), and • among its successors, the vertex (s As the greatest common denominator and the least common multiple of any pair of integers are unique, it follows that SG(K) is a lattice. ✷ T heorem 7
The next corollary follows from the previous theorem.
Corollary 2 Let (s 1 , k 1 ) and (s 2 , k 2 ) be two different pairs of integers such that s 1 k 1 = s 2 k 2 , and none of k 1 and k 2 divides the other one. The symmetric (s 1 , k 1 )-SSA and (s 2 , k 2 )-SSA problems are incomparable in AMP n,n−1 [∅] .
As far as agreement problems are concerned, this shows a strong difference between the message-passing model and the read/write model. In the read/write model, (s 1 , k 1 )-SSA and (s 2 , k 2 )-SSA are the same problem (they are both equivalent to the K-simultaneous problem which is itself equivalent to the K-set agreement problem, where K = s 1 k 1 = s 2 k 2 ).
Conclusion
This paper has investigated the comparative power of simultaneous agreement and set agreement in asynchronous message-passing systems prone to any number of process crashes. This study was initially motivated by the lasting (and difficult) quest for the weakest failure detector for the k-set agreement problem in message-passing systems.
While k-simultaneous consensus and k-set agreement are equivalent problems in asynchronous read/write systems prone to any number of process crashes [1] , the paper has introduced a general formulation of agreement problems, namely the family of (s, k)-SSA (s-simultaneous k-set agreement) problems, and has shown that these agreement problems define a strong hierarchy, thereby showing that their shared memory equivalence is no longer true in messagepassing systems. Hence, this study contributes to a better understanding of the relation (equivalence/difference) between the send/receive model and the read/write model (equivalence when a majority of processes are correct [2] , and difference -from a problem ranking point of view-in the other cases).
